This month was full of festivals. We celebrated August 15th - independence day. On August 8th we celebrated Krishna
janmastami. Children were narrated with legends which conveys about love and acceptance of all and being selfless.
We are happy to see parents are paying the fees on time.
There was a drop in children attendance due to small pox in the village.
One of our special child has evolved much better in his physical activities, language communication and reasoning. His
mother is very happy and appreciated the teachers. He is asking his mother to handle him like teachers at school. He is
also able to connect the concepts. When sugar cane presentation has been given he was able to list out its uses and
especially he linked with a sweet dish called pongal. He is also much smarter in dressing. He is also sharing his
experiences and making use of the Montessori environment for his physical and mental development.
Parents say that children want to handle them as the teachers do in school.
On 28th when Onam was celebrated, children were very much involved in floral designing with many flowers.
We are following the toilet habit like Coimbatore center by which most of the children are becoming regular in their toilet
habits.
Children are also very regular in decorating the brass uruli vessel daily with water and flowers. It has brought an inner
order within their regular work.
New children are getting much focused with winding up activity.
Elder children are assisting the teachers and also presenting the materials to the new children.
Uni5 education:
Body and mind got presented. Panchaboothas were also presented.
We also thank Mrs.Kalaivani for taking interest in implementing Hindi language with her own spirit. She must learn first
with good pronunciation.
Very young children are trying to eat by them-self.
Teachers are also implementing simple classical dance steps and making the children to use their physical energy get
focused. Teachers say that children are able to concentrate more by this dance.
I was able to observe good silence with learning noise level which shows every one is involved in an activity.
Mallika has joined in government work and left us. Teachers are sad about her departure. Mrs.Shanthi and Mrs. Kalaivani
with 3 assistants can handle the school with 30 children. We have asked them to maintain the same number of students.
Finally we are seeing a good level of child observation through Uni5 chart pattern by which this term reports are good and
convey more facts about the children.
We are moving towards the term end. So we are also editing our term reports.
We came to know that our children in traditional schools feel stressed to sit in one place and work for hours together. Our
staff has told about freedom of movement.
We also met Mrs.Vasanthi with her son Saravanan and gave Rs.150 for is school needs.
We are planning to support Vijaykumar from a poor back set up for his higher studies.
Let us work towards more awareness .....

